tions indicate that a parallel to-and-fro
raster is more efficient than a zig-zag one
for a field uniform to 2.8% (with a 2.5 mm
spot size) where the raster spacing must
be 5 mm vertically between turning
points.
With a parallel to-and-fro raster, typical
rise times required in the scanning mag
nets (specified from zero to the full deflec
tion of 150 mm) are t (horizontal) = 45 ms
and t (vertical) = 300 ms.
The peak power required for the driving
electronics is 2 J/t, where J is the stored
energy of the magnetic field in joules.
With careful beam design the magnetic
energies can be kept low, say 75 J for the
horizontal deflector and 300 J for the ver
tical, so the peak powers P for the driving
electronics would be modest: P (horizon
tal, for 75 joules) = 3.3 KW; P (vertical,
for 300 joules) = 2.0 KW.

Conclusions
Interest in cancer treatment by protons
and light ions is increasing rapidly. In the
next decade, we can expect to see several
more proton accelerators installed in hos
pitals, and at least one centre for treat
ment with ions.
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Proton Therapy
IBA's 5 m diameter fixed energy,
isochronous, non-superconducting 230 MeV cyclotron for produ
cing high-energy proton beams
for proton therapy.
development programmes (see
cover illustration) and has recent
ly reached agreement to work
with another company to speed
up commercialisation. Formed in
1986 at the initiative of the Uni
versity of Louvain and the Insti
tute of Radioelements, it mainly
manufactures 1 to 230 MeV cy
clotrons for isotope production.
To optimize system reliability, the
company has selected a nonsuperconducting 230 MeV iso
chronous cyclotron as the proton
accelerator (see figure). The mag
net adopts a high field (3.09 T
peak field, 2.165 T average at ex
traction), deep-valley design using 190 kW
in conventional coils. The upper half of the
split cyclotron can be quickly raised one
metre using hydraulic jacks to allow un
restricted access. This feature, combined
with a short pump-down time (30 min),
minimizes downtime. Toincrease the reliabi
lity of the system, the number of compo
nents is reduced to a minimum.
An unique extraction scheme deflects
particles in the hill region so that they
pass through a specific "window" at the
level of the closed pole edges beyond
which the beam encounters a magnetic
field gradient at a level below 2.2 T, thus
avoiding the use of an expensive electro
magnetic tunnel.
The cyclotron would feed 2-4 isocentric
gantries of reduced size and cost which
allow the the proton beam to scan a patient
using both conventional scanning techni
ques and a novel approach that links the
axial sweep magnet field to a dose integra
tor, guaranteeing uniform dose irrespective
of small intensity fluctuations. For conven
tional step ("voxal") scanning, the new
gantry design makes it possible to achieve
an infinite source-to-patient distance with
a gantry of less than 3 m in radius.

